PRE-PAINTED METAL THAT LOOKS RUSTED

In this series you will find each paint print was meticulously designed to duplicate the various stages of rusting in absolute detail. From the distinctive contrast between corrugations in Streaked Rust® to the deep orange and brown patina of Speckled Rust®, we’re sure you will find that our painted panels are not only unique, but will truly turn your building design into a work of art.

AVAILABLE COLORS IN THIS SERIES:
These color samples are as close as possible to actual colors offered within the limits of color reproduction. Substrate subject to change.

† Streaked Rust®
Speckled Rust®
Corten AZP Raw®

Fresh Rust®
†† Iron Rust®
†† Antique Rustic®

Blackened Copper®
† Streaked Galvanized Rust®
Speckled Galvanized Rust®

† Available only in 7/8” Corrugated
†† Available only in a 26 gauge SMP Paint Finish System
PRE-PAINTED METAL THAT LOOKS RUSTED

- Painted panels that replicate the look of a real rusted roof.
- The appearance of a weathered roof, but without the rust stains.
- Arrives looking rusted. You do not have to wait for the metal to weather.
- These stunning paint prints are available in 9 different colors and have a standard paint warranty.
- You really need to see these colors/finishes up close to appreciate the beauty of the paint.
- Free color chips. Visit www.paintedrustedroofing.com to request these.
- Shipped inexpensively and immediately.
- Route trucks servicing all of the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Performance Qualities
Substrate: Galvalume® AZ50 Minimum or Galvanized G-90
Thickness: 24 Gauge
Finish: Cool-Tech 500-WT (PVDF/Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000®)
Applies to all colors EXCEPT Antique Rustic & Iron Rust:
  - Antique Rustic: 26 Gauge/SMP Paint Finish
  - Iron Rust: 26 Gauge/SMP Paint Finish
Warranty: 25-40 Year Limited Paint Warranty.
Sample warranty available upon request.

Available Panel Profiles
Metal Roofing Panels
7/8” Corrugated
PBR Panel
Western Rib® (7.2 Panel)

Standing Seam:
1.75” Clip System
2” Mechanically Seamed

Metal Siding/Wall Panels
7/8” Corrugated
PBR Panel
T-Groove® Flush Wall/Soffit - 1” Deep
Western Reveal® Flush Wall/Soffit - 1.5” Deep
Western Rib® (7.2 Panel)
Western Wave® Wall Panel - 7/8” Deep